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In this Issue…
P1-3: Sport Relief
P4: World Book Day winners
P5: Danger Tree exhibition
P6-7: Stars of the Week

Don’t forget:
YEAR 9 options and
progress evening.
Thursday 22 March
4-6pm

STUDENTS AND STAFF IN FUNDRAISING EFFORT FOR SPORT RELIEF
Students and staff from Manchester Academy were out in force on Friday to support two
cyclists as they attempted to complete a mammoth bike ride in aid of Sport Relief.
They teamed up to support United Learning’s RideABC challenge, along with Stockport
Academy, William Hulme’s Grammar School and Salford City Academy.
Read the full story inside….
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STAFF GOT IN THE SPIRIT OF SPORT RELIEF

Our Sport Relief activities linked directly to the gruelling week-long task set by United
Learning’s Head of Sport Shaun Dowling and Educational Technologist Bruce Wilson, who
cycled 600 miles to raise a target of
£40,000 for Sport Relief and United
Learning’s SITUPS project.
The pair visited 25 United Learning
schools on the way, travelling from
Ashford to Bournemouth to Carlisle.

Shaun and Bruce arrived at Manchester Academy on Friday morning.
They were joined by Head of PE Steve
Smith and Rachel Clayden, Head of PE
at William Hulme’s Grammar School,
who joined them on the next leg of
their bike ride to Lytham, a distance

of 140 miles.
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A TOTAL OF 600 STUDENTS ALSO GAVE THEIR SUPPORT
Steve Smith also continued cycling from Lytham to Southport to complete a further 42
miles for Sports Relief.
Lending their
support, a
total of 600
students
from
Manchester
Academy and
William
Hulme’s
Grammar
School each
ran a mile
during lessons. Whilst Higher Level Teaching Assistant Mr Marsh ran a marathon on a
treadmill in the school canteen, which he started at 9.30am and finished by 1pm.

After all students
completed the
relay marathon
Mr Sealy said: “It
was a fantastic

team effort, and
everybody put in
100 percent
commitment for
a fantastic
cause.”
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STUDENTS WIN PRIZES FOR SPOTTING BOOK CHARACTERS
Well done to our Year 7 and 8 students Habib Syed Jabeen, Aisha Sheikh, Abdullah
Shahzad, Abdul Raheem Shahzad and Mohammad Nisar.
The five
students
successfully
identified
all the book
characters
in our quiz
for World
Book Day
last week.
They all
won a prize
for their
efforts.

YEAR 10 STUDENT IMAAN BASHARAT HAS BLIND DATE WITH A BOOK
Imaan Basharat was one of many students who were invited to take home a book kindly
donated by our
staff.
The only thing is
they didn't know
which book they
had chosen until
they unwrapped
it.
The Blind Date
with a Book
event was
organised by our
English
Department for
World Book Day.
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YEAR 9 HISTORY STUDENTS EXPERIENCE DANGER TREE EXHIBITION

Our Year 9 History students had a fascinating morning at Manchester Central Library at
The Danger Tree exhibition.
The exhibition is an augmented reality experience about WWI where oil paintings are
brought to life using i-pads. Students were also lucky to meet one of the artists, Marc
Marot afterwards.
Ajay Singh thought it
was very interesting
and he said it made
him feel what it
would have been like
to be a soldier. El
Mehdi Hussain Baiad
said: “The way the ipads brought the
paintings to life was
very clever and it’s
helped me
understand more
what we’ve been
learning in class.”
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OFthe
THEWeek….
WEEK
Well done to this week’sSTARS
Stars of
Well done to this week’s Stars of the Week….
Name
Name

Daniel Lazar

Meshari ALMAJREN

Year
Reg

7

7NBR

Subject
Subject

Humanities
Induction

Gurkamal
Amar
Aledil Singh
Nabeeha Ghanchi
Mustafa Hakimi
Fatima Ajel.
Maryam Nasir
Jaber
Al Gabel

7 7SVO
7 7CWT

Hospitality

Hasnain Saleem

7

Spanish

Andre
Williams
Zehad
Ali

7

Spanish
Transition

Azhar Khan

Fahd Hilal

Habib Sharif
RioLeshae
AdawiGray
ChloeAbdulahi
Taylor
Sultan

Eid Jama

Abdulrahim Ibrahim
Ehzam Mahmood
Chengwu Wang
Sultan Abdulahi

7NBR

8XAN

MFL
History
English
Transition

Transition

Comment
Comment

Daniel worked really hard in R.E.
submits
homework
thisMeshari
week. regularly
He was very
engaged,
of high quality and follows instruccompleted
all of the tasks set to
tions in the classroom. He also pushed
a good
standard,
complete
himself
really hard
this weekwith
whilst
fabworking
pictures
even
asked
onand
Maths
word
problems,
despite
it being out
of his comfort
some
interesting
questions!
zone
at the
beginning
Well
done
Daniel!
excellent
Spanish
and
ForFor
attitude
and
effortHomework
in History.
use of ICT to complete his homework
For consistently performing well in
English

For working extremely hard and
For his all round amazing efforts in
making
very good progress in
EVERY lesson and his lovely behaviour
Hospitality.
Well done!
all of the time!
Always works hard and work is
presented beautifully.
He is making wonderful effort despite
Excellent
attitude to learning,
being out of school so much and who
Andre
alwayshard
works
and to to
has worked
andhard
is beginning
a high
standard.
master
fractions!

For great behaviour in all lessons and
excellentand
attitude
toin
work.
8
History
Foran
attitude
effort
History.
8MWH
Cheer
Both of these girls have joined the MA
stars recently and have been working
8 8XAN R.E.
Hasextremely
made some
fantastic imhard to fit into the squad
provements
R.E.led
Thea fantastic
quality
seamlessly.inChloe
of his
work and
hascool-down
improvedand
greatly
warm-up
Leshae
out ato
range
of positions
andhas
hetried
offered
answer
lots ofand
is
fast
become
a
versatile
member
questions meaning he shared of
the great
group.ideas.
We are proud of you - say
some
we are proud of you *clap clap*
Keep it up Sultan!
8RTI
Form Time
Eid has made a huge effort to meet all
8
Spanish
Amazing
improvement
effort
the targets
on his reportinover
the past
and2 attainment
in
Spanish.
weeks. I am very pleased that staff
have made
theeffort
effort to
report
won8
Spanish
Excellent
work,
and
great
derful
things
about
this
young
consistency in Spanish.
man. He is now engaged and col9
English
He has had a great attitude to
lecting lots of merits and house
English
this
week,
points.
Well
donehas
Eid -been
Keep ita up!
leader throughout
8ITU
Geography fantastic
For an excellent
approach to his learngroup
work
and contributed
ing and
homework
in Geography, in
addition
to
a
major
in
really thoughtfully toimprovement
class
behaviour. I'm really impressed by
discussion
you this year Sultan, well done!
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STARS OF THE WEEK
Name

Year

Subject

Najma Adam

9

Spanish

Lana Ibrahim

9

Abdalrhmn Alatrash

9

Lina Abu

9

Abbey-Leigh Broad

10

Hamza Mohamed

10

Taha Al Mansouri

11

Madina Hussein Abdi

11

Sara Moda

11

Comment

She has made an outstanding
improvement in Spanish.
Induction
For solid progress with writing
skills and for regularly
attempting the 'challenge' tasks.
Hospitality For working hard and helping his
peers. Well done!
MFL
For consistently working to the
best of her ability and being
very helpful.
R.E.
Had a fantastic lesson in R.E. She
completed all of the tasks sent
and took time to ensure her
work was neat and detailed. It
has been a pleasure to read!
Good work Abbey!
Science
He is really starting to understand difficult concepts and
applying his understanding to
exam style questions.
Maths
For his outstanding achievement
in the Maths Mock Exam Paper
1 in which he scored 79/80.
MFL
For always doing her best,
attending intervention and
striving for excellence.
French
Putting in extra effort to
improve in French.
Yours sincerely,
Yours sincerely,
Miss Owen, Acting Principal
Miss Owen, Acting Principal

